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Across

1. geographic diagrams  
5. Lady with a poker face 
9. temporary halting of breathing, often 
during sleep 
14. ___ dance; style that includes 
gymnastic elements  
15. singer Redding 
16. actor Daugherty of “Pretty Little 
Liars” 
17. resident of England’s northern 
neighbor  
18. Salt Lake City state  
19. speed or urgency  
20. drinks for a Chicago baseball 
team? 
22. ___ Carlo 
23. set of hand gestures that stand for 
words: Abbr.  
24. campaign contribution org.  
25. ___ lot; space for cars  
27. Christopher who played Superman in 
1978
29. cradled  
31. groupings, in mathematics for
 example 
32. types of protective gear 
34. unadulterated  
36. traditional Jewish title for a 
non-rabbi 
37. drink as an accessory to a main 
course?  

40. system for uncovering link layer 
addresses: Abbr.  
43. by oneself 
44. Roman goddess of the hunt and singer 
Ross, for example 
48. small valley, in literature 
50. bedside table accessory, perhaps  
52. pickle juice 
53. make more sugary  
55. “___ Be There for You” 
57. protein-making instructions: 
Abbr. 
58. overly long sentence 
59. parts of a roof where you’d have 
a drink? 
61. Italian door 
62. curved lines 
63. Uber’s predecessor  
64. respectable and serious  
65. groups of inches  
66. “necessary” spelling instruction  
67. notifies  
68. a smaller amount 
69. face covering 

Down

1. eyelash makeup  
2. one who points out an offense  
3. difficulty  
4. drunkards, colloquially  
5. mild Dutch cheese 
6. connect 
7. characters Campbell of “General 
Hospital” and Mahan of “Full 
House” 
8. fire residue  
9. detest 
10. tricks 
11. more unpleasant  
12. alliance between states 
downed 
21. “La Bohème” and “Carmen,” for 
example 
22. Spanish capital  
25. additionally  
26. FCLC counterpart 
28. promise 
30. name for a high school dance held on 
Zoom, perhaps  
33. taken illicitly  
35. not poisonous, when digested  
38. enthusiasm  
39. location of the cochlea 
40. promotional materials  
41. penned a second time 
42. not singular  
45. rock band founded by Kurt 
Cobain 
46. offshoots of a main building 
47. feeling ill on a boat  
49. lens-shaped legume 
51. elements of a jigsaw puzzle  
54. frogs’ less colorful cousins  
56. persists 
59. fruit bearer  
60. building block of matter 
61. sound made to get someone’s 
attention 
62. union org. founded in 1886 

Hint: Take an L


